WS-DAI-DM: An Interface Specification for Data Mining in Grid Environments
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Abstract — Providing the appropriate access means for data mining services in Grid Environment is principal for combination of Grid and data mining. The transition from centralized data mining process as they are in traditional tools to Grid-compliant and Grid-based data mining services that can coordinate with each other is important to extract useful and potential knowledge/patterns from distributed data resources. But, data mining process has not been integrated with the current Grid architecture, and there are no related specifications or standards available within the Grid community for handling it. The work discusses the interface specification WS-DAI-DM and related issues of providing the consistent web service interfaces to mine meaningful and hidden information/patterns from distributed data resources in Grid environments. WS-DAI-DM can facilitate using data mining tools and developing data mining applications. The proposed specification idea is partially implemented in the feasibility study and we give an application scenario about how users can access data mining services in Grid environments conveniently via the proposed mechanism.

Index Terms — WS-DAI-DM, data mining access service, Open Grid Service Architecture, data mining interface specification, OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM

I. INTRODUCTION

With the accumulation and combination of data from different domains, the scale, complexity and diversity of these data are growing rapidly [1]. These data opens many opportunities for modern business, scientific research, improved decisions and better policies [2]. Grid technology provides an effective and integrated approach to share and coordinate the usage of geographically distributed heterogeneous large-scale data resources via dynamic and distributed Virtual Organizations [3]. Compared with conventional technologies, Grid computing is flexible, autonomous, dynamic and service-oriented and it can make the coordinated interaction with distributed data resources more systematic and more effective [4]. How to make better use of these distributed, heterogeneous and large size data resources managed by Grid platform and extract potential information from them is one of the most important problems of many applications in Grid environments. Providing the appropriate access means for data mining in Grid environments is the foundation for combination of Grid platform and data mining. But right now, the current Grid architecture does not make data mining services involved, and there are no related specifications or standards available within the Grid community for handling it. In this paper we present WS-DAI-DM - Web Service Data Access and Integration Data Mining, a WS-DAI-based data mining access mechanism in Grid architecture which is defined by the Open Grid Architecture (OGSA). In Fig.1, the gray box in layer II shows where we are and what we will complete in this work. It provides users and top-layer applications (layer I) with easy-to-use and simple web service interfaces, and hides the implementation of data mining process (layer III) and information about data resources

Figure 1. The function of WS-DAI-DM specification
(layer IV). Here, the distributed data resources can be relational databases, XML data and different types of files. Briefly, the proposed mechanism provides an approach for accessing distributed data mining resources in Grid environments and the paper discusses the related concepts and models.

The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces needed background and discusses related work. Section 3 represents the kernel part of this paper by describing WS-DAI-DM in detail, the proposed data mining access mechanism in Grid environments, including related concepts, access patterns and the design idea. The implementation of the proposed specification is discussed in Section 4 and then we give an application scenario to show how users can use this data mining access mechanism in Section 5. We finish in Section 6 with conclusions and an outlook on future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The WS-DAI (Web Service Data Access and Integration) Family of specifications is shown as Fig.2 [5], and three sub-specifications extend the super-specification - WS-DAI. The specification WS-DAI is on the top level and it defines the core data access services which are web service interfaces to data resources [6]. Here, the main components of WS-DAI specifications are the following: data services, interfaces, properties, messages and data resources. Here, data services are web services that implement one or more WS-DAI-based interfaces to access distributed data resources; Interfaces are used to interact with data services; Properties are used to describe data services; Messages are sent to data services; Data resources represent any system that can act as a source of data [6]. The WS-DAI is a data model-independent specification which provides a basic and extensible framework for data access service interfaces [5]. We can define interfaces, properties and messages for accessing specific data resources according to the set of standard definition in WS-DAI. In fact, the WS-DAI specification does not provide fully transparent access to existing data resources, nor does it take responsibility for parsing language statements [5]. The underlying realizations describe the specific interfaces, messages and properties required to access specific data resources, such as relational data, RDF resources and XML sources. They implement similar message patterns and share the properties defined in WS-DAI, and different realization specifications could be used to access different types of data resources[5]. The WS-DAIR realization defines the access mechanism for relational databases [7]. The WS-DAIX realization describes a XML access mechanism [8]. The WS-DAI RDF(s) realization provides access to RDF(s) data [9][10][11]. These realizations are consistent with the framework defined by the WS-DAI core specification.

The OGSA-DAI team of the University of Edinburgh implemented the WS-DAIR and WS-DAIX specifications using OGSA-DAI 3.1, in which four-layer architecture is used, they are services, PortType providers, executors and resources, and executors implement operations either directly or by the execution of OGSA-DAI workflows [12][13].

Some expert groups focus on providing web service interfaces for data mining. Java Data Mining (JDM) was designed to provide standard-based interfaces both through Java and web services, and vendors should use the Technology Compatibility Kit (TCK) to implement the standard [14]. JDM conforms to SUN’s Java Community Process listed as JSR-73 [15] and JSR-247 for JDM 2.0 [16], but it didn’t take the distributed data resources into consideration. In the Weka4WS framework, WSRF-compliant web services are used to expose all the data mining algorithms provided by the Weka library, and the Weka4WS is implemented using the WSRF libraries and services provided by Globus Toolkit 4 [17]. The Weka4WS aims to provide web service interfaces for existing functions in Weka instead of providing consistent web service interfaces for all data mining tools/algorithms in Grid environments.

III. WS-DAI-DM: DATA MINING REALIZATION

Data mining access can plays a central role for many types of Grid applications. By data mining access we mean the ability to compose data and mine information from many data mining resources. Instead of simple datasets, what we can get through this process is data mining models which should be compliant with some standards and could be used by other applications easily and conveniently. WS-DAI-DM realization describes a collection of data mining access interfaces for data mining resources.

A. Possibilities For Data Mining Access in Grid Environments

There are two possibilities for integration of data mining access mechanism with web service-based Grid architecture. These mechanisms could be defined in two different ways as outlined below:

- To provide data mining access mechanism WS-DM (Web Service Data Mining) as an independent framework, which contain the identifying features of the data mining access services, which is totally different from existing data access services. This approach provides completely new access mechanism and it is at the same level with WS-DAI.
- To provide data mining access mechanism as a realization of WS-DAI specification, which is extended from WS-DAI and is at the same level with WS-DAIR, WS-DAIX and WS-DAI-RDF(S).

For the above two approaches, we use the latter for integration of data mining access in Grid environments.
Firstly, data mining access can be seen as an access to data resources through data mining query which is similar to relational query and XML query; Secondly, the whole data mining process is invisible to end-users, which is similar to the execution process of relational query. Thirdly, we need not to start from scratch since existing WS-DAI specification can be adopted.

B. Related Concepts

For the further discussion about WS-DAI-DM realization, the foundational concepts used in WS-DAI-DM are described as follows:

Data mining means data mining process which starts from receiving a data mining query/request and ends with responding a data mining result model, data pre-process and evaluation of data mining models are not included.

Data mining access service extends the definition of data access services defined in the core WS-DAI specification, it is the web service that implements one or more specified interfaces to extract useful and potential information/patterns from distributed data resources and then generate standard data mining result models.

Data mining query is composed of a list of parameters and it has nothing to do with any specific data mining languages and data mining algorithms, and it also does not define any data mining language.

Data mining model means the result of data mining process and it can be compliant with the data mining standards, such as PMML [18]. The generated data mining model can be used by other applications easily.

Data mining resources are data source/sink that can be queried to get meaningful information/patterns as the result of an underlying data mining processes, and it is same with data resources defined in the WS-DAI specification.

C. Properties

WS-DAI-DM realization extends a collection of properties defined in the WS-DAI specification [6]. We add the following properties:

**SchemaDescription** contains an XML document that describes the schema of the data mining resources, because the data mining resources are diverse and could be relational databases, XML data or plain files, etc. The element **SchemaFormatURI** is the URI of the schema which will be defined by the service implementers; the element **SchemaContent** is the content of the schema of data mining resources. For example, a relational database, **SchemaFormatURI** could be defined as part of the Common Information Model (CIM) of the DMTF [19], and corresponding **SchemaContent** will describe the database by CIM schema. The following is the structure of **SchemaDescriptionType**. The type of element **Description** is **SchemaDescriptionType**.

```xml
<xs:element name="SchemaDescription" type="wsdaidm:
```

**DMAccessPropertyDocument** collects all of the properties of a data mining service and provides description information about capabilities of a data mining resource. It extends the base properties defined by **PropertyDocument** in the WS-DAI specification to include the **SchemaDescription** element. The following is the structure of **DMAccessPropertyDocumentType**. The type of element **DMAccessPropertyDocument** is **DMAccessPropertyDocumentType**.

```xml
<xs:element name="DMAccessPropertyDocument" type="wsdaidm: DMAccessPropertyDocumentType />
```

D. Data Mining Access Interfaces

WS-DAI-DM extends the base interfaces and corresponding properties defined in the WS-DAI specification to exploit potential information/patterns and generate data mining models from data mining resources. In this subsection we will describe all the interfaces in detail.

1) **DMAccess**: Direct access allows the data mining models to be delivered to the consumer in the response message. It is one of the two access patterns described in the WS-DAI core specification. To cater for this mode of operation the specification defines **DMAccess** interface. It collects together messages that directly mine knowledge/patterns from the data mining resources represented by a data mining access service along with the properties that describe the behavior of these access messages. The **DMAccess** interface provides access to extract hidden information from underlying data mining resources and returns data mining result model to consumers. **DMAccess** interface provides two operations: (i) **GetDMAccessPropertyDocument** can expose all properties of the service, the input message contains **DataResourceAbstractName** - the abstract name of the data resource for which properties are required and the output is the properties described as **DMAccessPropertyDocument**; (ii) **DMExecute** can submit a data mining query and then get the result model. The associated **DMExecuteResponse** message is formatted according to the value specified in the **DatasetFormatURI**, as illustrated in Fig.3. The structures of the input request message and the output response message are as follows:

![Figure 3. DMAccess- Direct data mining access](image-url)
DMExpressionType is a new type defined in WS-DAI-DM, which is composed with parameters list. The following is the structure of DMExpressionType. A data mining query can be transformed as parameters list, such as for sequential pattern mining, the value of AlgorithmType is SequentialPattern, and table name, support value and confidence value, etc are stored in DMParameter.

<DMExpressionType>
  <wsdai:ExpressionType/>
  <AlgorithmType/>
  <wsdaidm:DMParameter/>+
</DMExpressionType>

2) DMAccessFactory: Indirect access is another access pattern which the WS-DAI core specification supports. This pattern allows the data mining model, usually the result of a data mining query, to be accessed by way of a new service-managed data resource, and thus the result data - data mining model is not returned directly to the consumer. Indirect access is supported through the use of the factory pattern and it can minimize data movement and client-server communication by returning end-point reference in the response message instead of the result itself. DMAccessFactory interface is defined to cater for indirect access and it is used to create and provide access to the derived data mining model representing the result model of a data mining query/request.

DMAccessFactory interface provides DMEexecuteFactory operation which is used to create a derived data mining model - the result of the data mining query and make this model available through, potentially, a separate data mining access service - DMResponse service, as shown in Fig.4. The structures of the input request message and the output response message are as follows:

<GetDMResultModelRequest>
  <wsdai:DataResourceAbstractName/>
  <wsdai:DatasetFormatURI/>
  <wsdai:DatasetData/>
</GetDMResultModelRequest>

3) DMResponseAccess: In order to support access to the data mining models resulting from the use of the factory pattern, DMResponseAccess interface is defined to provide access to the DMDataset resulting from a data mining query over the data mining resources, here, DMDataset contains the data mining model. This allows access to the content in the DMExecuteFactoryResponse providing indirect access to a data mining model resource created via the DMAccessFactory interface, as shown in Fig.4. The interface provides two operations: (i) GetDMResponsePropertyDocument can expose the properties enumerated in the WS-DAI specification to provide information about a particular instance of a data mining model that a data mining access service represents, the request message is the element wsdai:GetDataResourcePropertyDocumentRequest and the response message is the element wsdai:PropertyDocument; (ii) GetDMResultModel gets a DMResultModel from GetDMResultModelResponse message, the structures of the input request message and the output response message are as follows:

Figure 4. Indirect data mining access

E. The Execution Process

This subsection demonstrates the execution process of using data mining access service to mine meaningful and potential knowledge/patterns from data mining resources. For this purpose, we use DMAccess and DMResponse services shown in Fig.5.
Figure 5. The execution process of DMAccess and DMResponse services

The execution processes of direct access are labeled with the capital letters. The first step is to submit a data mining request to DMAccess service using DMAccess interface (A). When receiving DMExecuteRequest, DMAccess service accesses the data mining resources according to the values of parameters (B) and then return the result to the interface (C). The result is returned to client side as message DMExecuteResponse (D).

For indirect access, as shown in Fig.5, the steps are labeled with numbers. Firstly, the client submits the data mining request to DMAccess service using DMAccessFactory interface (1). The service accesses data mining resources in the same way as it did in direct access (2), but in this case the data mining result model is created (3) and the endpoint reference of the model is returned to DMAccessFactory interface (4). The reference to DMresponse service is returned to the client as message DMExecuteResponse (D).

According to the Section 3, OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM has two services and each of them is composed of portTypes, as shown the following:

- **DMaccess services:**
  - CoreDataAccess, CoreResourceList
  - DMAccess, DMAccessFactory

- **DMResponse services:**
  - CoreDataAccess, CoreResourceList
  - DMResponseAccess

CoreDataAccess and CoreResourceList portTypes are inherited from the WS-DAI core specification [6]. Fig.7 shows the relationship between DMaccess service, portType providers and executors. DMaccess service delegates operations to DMAccessProvider and DMAccessFactoryProvider, and they get resources and delegate implementation.

There are two possibilities about how to implement this specification with OGSA-DAI:

- Data mining process can be transformed as OGSA-DAI workflow in a class at client side and this class can be wrapped as web service according to WS-DAI-DM interface specification; clients submit data mining request to invoke the class and the workflow in the class is submitted to Data Request Execution Service (DRES) deployed on OGSA-DAI server.

- The 4-layer architecture is used in the implementation, which is similar with OGSA-DAI WS-DAIR [12] and OGSA-DAI WS-DAIX [13], where data mining process is transformed as OGSA-DAI workflow at server side and this workflow is executed by Data Request Execution Resource (DRER) which is OGSA-DAI’s workflow execution component.

We use the second solution to implement OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM and the architecture is shown in Fig.6. WS-DAI-DM services delegate operations to portType providers. WS-DAI-DM portType providers get resources and delegates responsibility for execution of operations on the resources to executors. Executors implement WS-DAI-DM operations via operations on a resource directly, or via execution of OGSA-DAI workflows. OGSA-DAI components manage access to distributed data resources. The associated workflows use OGSA-DAI 3.2 activities plus a set of user defined activities developed for OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM.

According to the Section 3, OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM has two services and each of them is composed of portTypes, as shown the following:

- **DMaccess services:**
  - CoreDataAccess, CoreResourceList
  - DMAccess, DMAccessFactory

- **DMResponse services:**
  - CoreDataAccess, CoreResourceList
  - DMResponseAccess
execution to DMAccessExecutor, in which DMExecute, DMExecuteFactory and getSQLPropertyDocument are implemented via the execution of OGSADAI workflows composed of user-defined activities. Fig.8 shows the relationship between DMResponse service, portType providers and executors, here, DMResponse service delegates operations to DMResponseProvider, and it delegates execution to DMResponseExecutor, in which GetDMResponsePropertyDocument and GetDMResultModel are implemented. We will describe OGSADAI WS-DAL-DM in detail in our other publications. Because the specification is independent of data mining applications/tools/ algorithms, the execution time of access data mining services still come from the execution of data mining algorithms wrapped inside, so the performance will not be the key issue in the research of specification.

This implementation method about WS-DAL-DM here described is just one of the solutions, which is used in our research and project. If other developers plan to use the specification, the concrete implementation and the data mining algorithms wrapped inside the data mining services should depend on the requirements of applications.

V. APPLICATION SCENARIO

In the section, we give an application scenario about mining the sequence of users’ shopping transactions to show how users can use the data mining access service conveniently in a direct pattern at client side. It is a typical application about mining sequential patterns described in [21]. A large retail organization has many retail supermarkets distributed in different districts, and transaction data are stored in the relational databases distributed in different sites. Now the headquarter plans to develop an analysis software to analyze users’ purchase habits based on all retail transaction data and the result should be submitted to the managers as reports. During the generation of the report, the data mining access service will be invoked according to the standard web service interfaces defined in WS-DAL-DM specification. At this moment, what the developers need to do is just to assign the values of parameters to invoke DMAccess service and the result sequences is returned and formatted as standard PMML model which can be parsed and embedded in the report easily.

The report is about analyzing qualified purchase sequences' extracted from the transaction data generated from 2009-08-01 to 2010-07-31, where ‘qualified’ means the large sequences with minimum support 20%. The table name is tblPurchase, in which the column TRANS_ID means the transaction id, the column ITEM_ID means the product id and the column CUSTOMER_ID means the customer id and the column CidName means the customer id and the column CUSTER_ID means the customer id and the column TidName means the transaction id, the column

Figure. 7. DMAccess sevice, portType providers and executors

Figure. 8. DMResponse service, portType providers and executors

PUBLIC_MEMBER_DATA_REQUEST Message is returned and formatted as standard PMML model and returned to the client in deResp message in line 20.
The input message deReq is send to DMAccess service and we can monitor the message with SOAPMonitor tool. The following is the structure of message deReq.

```
<DMExecuteRequest>
  <ServiceURL>
    http://localhost:9090/dai/services/
  </ServiceURL>
  <ResourceName>TransData</ResourceName>
  <DatasetFormatURI>
    http://www.dmg.org/PMML-4_0
  </DatasetFormatURI>
  <DMExpression>
    <AlgorithmType>SequentialPattern</AlgorithmType>
    <DMParameter>
      <name>TableName</name>
      <value>tblPurchase</value>
      <type>STRING</type>
    </DMParameter>
    <DMExpression>...
  </DMExpression>
</DMExecuteRequest>
```

The output message deResp is returned to client from DMAccess service and the following is the structure of message deResp.

```
<DMExecuteResponse>
  <DMDataset>
    <DatasetFormatURI>
      http://www.dmg.org/PMML-4_0
    </DatasetFormatURI>
    <DatasetData>
      <PMML version="4.0" xmlns="http://www.dmg.org/PMML-4_0">
        .....//data mining result model is represented as PMML
      </PMML>
    </DatasetData>
    <DMDataset>
  </DMExecuteResponse>
```

In the report module, the output message deResp that contains the data mining result model formatted by PMML is returned and then is parsed. The parsed values are inserted in the report.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In order to enhance the current Grid architecture with data mining access mechanism, it is very important to make data mining processes available through consistent service-based interfaces in Grid environments. In this paper we describe data mining access mechanism built on the top of WS-DAI specification, namely WS-DAI-DM, which provides a powerful interface specification to enable data mining applications through web services. WS-DAI-DM addresses the need of the web service interfaces to facilitate the development of data mining-enabled applications.

Our contribution in this work is twofold:

- To provide service-based interfaces and access patterns for data mining processes which can improve the reusability of existing data mining algorithms/tools and hide the detailed data mining workflows.
- Data mining access can seamlessly integrate with other capabilities of service-oriented Grid middlewares.

WS-DAI-DM specification is the first step of our research and it is the basis for embedding data mining in more applications. The work presented in this paper and the related implementations are still under development. In the future work, first, we will improve the specification, and next step, we plan to embed more data mining algorithms/tools in OGSA-DAI WS-DAI-DM. Additionally, we will implement the proposed WS-DAI-DM on China railway freight transport information grid [22][23] to help users and other subsystems extract useful and hidden information/patterns from distributed waybill data. At the same time, we are looking forward to further elaborate on the specification in the standardization process. We think, as a specification, WS-DAI-DM can be used by more projects and research groups.
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